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Network operations often suffer from chronic asset imbalance over time and across locations. This paper

addresses the issue in the intermodal industry. The problem is mainly driven by myopic policies, environmen-

tal uncertainty, and network interdependence. To address the problem, we develop a unified framework that

integrates two core operations: container repositioning and load acceptance. The central piece is the scarcity

pricing scheme, which internalizes the externalities each acceptance imposes over time and across locations.

The scheme plays two crucial roles: To transmit dynamic scarcity information, and to incentivize container

repositioning. It is most effective when network imbalance and supply risk are high. Exploiting random capac-

ity and heterogenous leadtime, we further refine the load acceptance policy and develop efficient algorithms.

We demonstrate that our approach can dynamically reduce network imbalance and improve efficiency. As

such, our work provides analytical tools and insights on how to manage network capacity, when the informa-

tion is dispersed and evolving over time.
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1. Introduction

Network operations are the engine of many businesses; e.g., car rental (Geraghty and Johnson

1997), truck delivery (Powell et al. 1988), lateral transshipment (Dong and Rudi 2004), DVD rental

(Benjaafar et al. 2017), ride hailing (Taylor 2017, Afèche et al. 2018), car and bike sharing (Shu et al.

2013, Banerjee et al. 2015, He et al. 2017, Bai et al. 2018), and intermodal transportation (Crainic

et al. 2007). They often feature endogenous supply, evolving demand, and decentralized decision

making. A central problem is how to match supply with demand over time and across locations

(Bimpikis et al. 2016, Cachon et al. 2017): when the mismatch occurs and persists, the chronic

network imbalance arises, and the business suffers.

1
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This paper addresses the problem in the intermodal industry. It grows out of a prior collabora-

tion with Hub Group, a major Intermodal Marketing Company (hereafter IMC). The IMC operates

an intermodal network (see Figure 1). It sells freight services to customers, provides containers for

holding cargo, and coordinates local pickup and long haul shipment. A typical transaction goes

as follows. A customer (shipper) who wants to move a full container load, e.g., from Los Angeles

(LA) to Boston, contacts the IMC. Within a few hours, the customer service representative (CSR)

of LA must decide whether the load is profitable enough to accept. Once the order is accepted, an

empty container is delivered to the shipper for loading. Then the loaded container is picked up

via truck, shipped to the destination via train, and delivered to the receiver via truck. After the

container has been unloaded and returned, it becomes available for future use in Boston.

A major constraint on the service capacity is the number of containers available in a location.

To manage it, the industry has adopted a hierarchical mechanism. It is a decentralized system with

two authority levels. At the tactical level, central management (CM) controls monthly container

supply over the network: it carries out container repositioning based on mid-term forecasts. At the

execution level, each CSR manages daily demand for a single designated location: given container

supply, he handles load acceptance in real time, based on the short-term forecasts.

Figure 1 Hub Group intermodal network: 24 locations, Gorman (2010)

For effective capacity management, the IMC must address three challenges. (i) Heterogenous

delivery leadtime:1 Customers typically have long-term contracts in place with the IMC, and pre-

mium customers pay higher rates for prioritized access to container capacity. Such differentiation
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can improve profitability, but it also demands more efficient operations. (ii) Environmental uncer-

tainty: For each location, daily demands differ substantially in profit margin and leadtime require-

ments; they exhibit strong regional and cyclical day-of-week patterns, ranging from hundred per

day at one location, to just a few per week at another. Through load acceptance and shipment,

volatile demand from order origins translates into volatile supply at order destinations. Effec-

tive capacity management, therefore, must account for random demand and supply, which are

co-evolving over time. (iii) Network interdependence: The IMC operates a complex network of 24

locations (CSRs); they are tightly connected by demand, acceptance policy, and resulting traffic.

The CSR’s current supply is determined by the past acceptance elsewhere; his current acceptance

affects future supply for the destination CSRs. This strong interdependence further complicates

capacity management.

In the past, the IMC had employed the hierarchical mechanism for container repositioning,

and the first-come-first-served (FCFS) policy for load acceptance. This simple arrangement has

produced two problems. The first is chronic network imbalance. It is driven by demand disparity and

the FCFS acceptance policy. In the U.S., large imports of Asian goods drive dominant eastbound

traffic, leaving the west coast in constant container shortage. This situation is further exacerbated

by the FCFS policy, which relies on the one-way economics, accepting a load as long as its one-way

revenue exceeds the service cost. This implies that repositioning empty containers would inflict a

net loss on CSRs, which discourages them from voluntarily repositioning excess containers to the

deficit locations. As a result, demand disparity perpetuates into a chronic supply imbalance.2 To

control it, the IMC must periodically reposition empty containers, a costly undertaking.

The second problem is operational inefficiencies. First, under the FCFS policy, CSRs make no use

of short-term forecasts, exercising no active control over the traffic. As a result, future profitable

loads are often dislodged by the less profitable ones accepted earlier, and the service and relation-

ships with premium customers suffer. Second, current load acceptance determines future con-

tainer supply. So load acceptance and container repositioning should be managed jointly. Yet the

IMC takes a separate approach, which cripples the CSR’s ability to respond quickly to chang-

ing local conditions. Third, CM indeed acts on mid-term forecasts, repositioning containers only

infrequently, not every day. This delay is costly: a shortage faced by a CSR can only be resolved

by CM a week or more later; until then, he must turn away additional orders, no matter how

profitable they are.

Effective management, therefore, must leverage local short-term forecasts, deploy responsive

policies, and integrate a network perspective; it must coordinate CM and CSR activities, across

locations and over time. These principles guide our solution. In this paper, we focus on how

to tackle the three challenges—heterogenous leadtime, environmental uncertainty, and network
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interdependence—in a practical way. In particular, we seek to address three questions: (1) Given

the decentralized hierarchies and dispersed information, how should the IMC reduce chronic net-

work imbalance? (2) How should the IMC improve operational efficiency, in light of heterogenous

leadtime and evolving supply? (3) How does our new approach fare with existing systems?

Our study makes three contributions. The first is a novel scarcity pricing scheme. It is a decom-

position method with the rolling horizon execution. The scheme has two components: the net-

work flow model for CM, and the load acceptance model for the CSRs. In particular, the accep-

tance model is framed as a Markov decision process, fully embracing environmental uncertainty.

For each CSR, we compute the scarcity price, a sufficient statistic that distills all the relevant infor-

mation other CSRs need to know. We then refine each CSR’s objective function with the scarcity

price vector, which provides current scarcity condition of the network.

Our scheme addresses the main deficiencies of the old practice. Through scarcity prices, it inter-

nalizes the externalities that each CSR’s action imposes on the future and the network, thereby

calibrating the timing and magnitude of adaptive responses. By refining the CSR’s objectives, it

motivates the CSRs to reposition empty containers, which would not happen under one-way eco-

nomics. Through these actions, the scheme also extracts and propagates the short-term forecasts

that influence the CSR’s decisions in the first place, thereby addressing the challenge of network

interdependence. As a result, the scheme is able to create dynamic balancing process to reduce

the chronic network imbalance.

Our second contribution is a refined load acceptance policy. The model accounts for two key

characteristics of intermodal operations: heterogenous leadtime and evolving supply. To solve

this high-dimensional problem, we propose a decoupling approach, which reduces the problem

into a sequence of one-dimensional convex programs. We then characterize the nested-threshold

structure of the optimal policy. The thresholds are driven by both demand and supply risks; they

translate leadtime heterogeneity into fulfillment flexibility, which helps improve efficiency. Using

an explicit form, we pin down three driving forces of the optimal policy.3 We show each force has

its own effective range, and it pays to improve the forecast accuracy.

Our third contribution is algorithmic testing and validation with real-world data. Gorman

(2010) implemented a heuristic inventory targeting system at the IMC. We improve on it with

the scarcity pricing scheme and a refined acceptance policy. We further derive analytical insights

on the heterogneous leadtime and random supply—both are original in the literature. We then

put the insights into algorithmic implementation: exploiting structural properties, we develop

a linear-time algorithm for computing the policy, and a Monte Carlo algorithm for computing

scarcity prices. Our experiments reveal that the improvement over Gorman (2010) can be sub-

stantial, especially when either network imbalance or supply risk is high. To our knowledge, this
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is one of the first few studies that model, analyze, and implement business analytics in the inter-

modal industry.

2. Related Literature

Our work connects two paradigms: freight transportation and resource allocation. The freight

transportation literature predominately focuses on long-term and mid-term decisions (Gorman

2001, 2002, Li and Tayur 2005, Powell et al. 2007); a few exceptions include Powell et al. (1988),

Powell and Carvalho (1998b,a). The hierarchical mechanism is grounded in the Lagrangian relax-

ation method (Graves 1982). The main machinery is the network flow models. These models are

strategic and tactical in nature, focus on central management, and ignore randomness and time

variation in local CSR executions. The loaded movements are exogenously accepted on the FCFS

basis (Crainic et al. 2007). Few efforts were dedicated to active load acceptance by CSRs. Our con-

tribution is to integrate the network flow model with dynamic load acceptance, thereby providing

a unified framework to reduce network imbalance and improve efficiency. The idea of scarcity

pricing is inspired by Hayek (1945).

Closely related are air cargo models; see, e.g., Pak and Dekker (2004), Sandhu and Klabjan

(2006), Freeland (2007), Adelman (2007), Demirag and Swann (2007), Amaruchkul et al. (2007),

Xiao and Yang (2010), Levin et al. (2012). These air cargo models also feature random supply, but

they differ from intermodal ones in operating characteristics, policy implications, and solution

approaches. First, in the air cargo industry, capacity is usually exogenous (driven by passenger

booking), continuous (with weight and volume dimensions), more rigid (because of fixed air-

line schedules and routes), and perishable (after departure). In contrast, the container capacity

is endogenous, discrete, flexible, and storable over time. Second, in the cargo models, supply is

exogenously given, so the acceptance policy is mainly driven by demand risk. In the intermodal

models, supply is endogenous, so both demand and supply risks drive the acceptance policy.

Third, most cargo models focus on computation, take either deterministic or heuristic approaches,

formulate the problems as linear or mixed integer programs, and largely ignore uncertainty. The

validity of such a deterministic approach is not well studied. Our work sheds light on when such

an approach is justified.

Resource allocation is central to several streams of the literature; e.g., appointment scheduling

(Huh et al. 2013, Truong 2015, Liu 2016, Hu and Zhou 2016), revenue management (Talluri and

Van Ryzin 2006, Luo et al. 2016, Gao and Mishra 2018), inventory and production control (Benjaa-

far and Elhafsi 2006, Li and Gao 2008, Zhao et al. 2008, Gao et al. 2012, 2014b, Gao 2015b,a, Gao

et al. 2017), and admission control for queues (Hwang et al. 2010, Liu and Ziya 2014, Kang et al.

2016, Kuzu et al. 2018). These models, however, do not consider network imbalance—a central

issue we face.4
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Moreover, we exploit leadtime heterogeneity to gain fulfillment flexibility, thereby producing

new control behaviors (cf. Theorem 1). We use stochastic comparison to characterize the impact

of random supply (cf. Theorem 2); the proof is nontrivial, as it involves subtle manipulation of

stochastic monotonicity, concavity, and the maximization of submodular objective function.

3. Inventory Targeting System

The original decision support system is based on inventory targeting and one-way economics

(Gorman 2010). It is a decentralized system with the master and local modules (see Figure 2).

They differ in four aspects. (i) The main function for the master module is to maintain mid-term

network balance, by setting inventory targets and repositioning empty containers; for the local

module it is to accept daily loads at a specific location. (ii) The time horizon for the master module

is monthly or quarterly; for the local module it is weekly. (iii) The necessary information for the

master module is aggregate demand and mid-term forecasts; for the local module it is individual

transaction orders and short-term forecasts. (iv) The basic trade-off for the master module is net-

work flow; for the local module it is dynamic resource allocation. brevity, we identify the CSRs

with the local modules, and CM with the master module.5

Figure 2 Inventory Targeting System

3.1. Master Module: A Network Flow Model

We first formulate CM’s planning problem. Consider an intermodal network G = (N ,A ), where

N is the set of locations (nodes), A ⊂N ×N is the set of feasible routes. We identify routes with
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Table 1 Notation for the Central Manag ement
N : set of locations (nodes)
A : set of feasible routes (arcs), A ⊂N ×N
L : set of feasible delivery leadtime
ciι: unit service cost from i to ι, including one-way costs of fuel, dray, rail line haul, etc.

biι`: unit rejection cost for demand class (iι`)∈A ×L
riι`: unit revenue from demand class (iι`)
hi: unit holding cost at location i
ci

b: unit borrowing cost at location i
τ iι: transit time from from i to ι

Diι`
t : expected demand of class (iι`) in cycle t, where iι∈A with due date `∈L ; D ≡ (Diι`

t )t,i,ι,`

Xiι`
ts : number of outbound shipments in cycle s for class (iι`) accepted in cycle t; X ≡ (Xiι`

ts )i,ι,`,t,s

Y iι
t : number of empty containers repositioned from i to ι in cycle t (arriving in cycle t−τ iι); Y ≡ (Y iι

t )i,ι,t

Bi
t : number of containers borrowed in cycle t at location i from railway; B ≡ (Bi

t)i,t

Ri
t: number of containers returned to railway in cycle t at location i; R ≡ (Ri

t)i,t

Si
t : number of container stock at location i at the end of cycle t; S ≡ (Si

t)i,t = {Si
t : i∈N , t∈ T }

F : additional feasibility constraints for decisions (X,Y,B,R,S)

origin-destination pairs (see Figure 1). The route iι ∈ A originates at i and terminates at ι. CM

and CSRs operate over different time frames. The basic time unit for CM is cycle, with each cycle

further divided into T periods for CSRs. The length of a cycle is a few days, while the length of

a period is few hours or a day. CM has a month- or quarter-long planning horizon C , which is

divided into M cycles. Time is indexed backwards. Thus, a cycle c ∈ C for CM means time span

[tc, tc−1] of T periods for CSRs. Let τ iι be the transit time in cycle unit; so a departure from i in

cycle c arrives at location ι in cycle (c−τ iι).

CM can lease containers from the railway. We focus on single-cycle leasing; multi-cycle leasing

is equivalent to multiple single-cycle ones. For planning purposes, CM uses mid-term determin-

istic forecast. Table 1 defines main notation for CM. The constraints F specify the firm-specific

“rules of thumb”, additional contractual requirements, leadtime constraints, nonnegativity, etc.

CM’s planning problem (P0) is

max
X,Y,B,R

∑

t∈C






∑

iι∈A

(
∑

`∈L

∑

s6t

(riι` − ciι)Xiι`
ts

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
revenue − service cost

−
∑

iι∈A

∑

`∈L

biι`

(

Diι`
t −

∑

s6t

X iι`
ts

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
rejection cost

−
∑

iι∈A

ciιY iι
t −

∑

i∈N

(

ci
bB

i
t + hiSi

t

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
repositioning, leasing, and holding costs






s.t.
∑

s6t
Xiι`

ts 6Diι`
t , ∀iι∈A , `∈L , t∈C , (demand constraints)

Si
t = Si

t+1 + Bi
t +

∑

ι:ιi∈A

∑

s:s−τιi= t

(

Y ιi
s +

∑

`∈L

∑

s≤t′

Xιi`
t′s

)

−
∑

ι:iι∈A

∑

`∈L

Xiι`
t t −

∑

ι:iι∈A

Y iι
t −Ri

t, ∀i∈N , t∈C ,

(supply dynamics)
∑

i∈N Ri
t−1 =

∑
i∈N Bi

t , ∀t∈C , (leasing dynamics)

(X,Y,B,R,S)∈F . (additional feasibility constraints)

To account for changing network conditions, CM uses the rolling horizon mechanism (Powell

et al. 2007): in current cycle c, given previous decisions, initial stocks (Si
c+1)i, and demand fore-

casts (Diι`
t )i,ι,` for t ≤ c, CM solves (P0) for repositioning and leasing decisions (Y i

t ,Bi
t,R

i
t)i,t and
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inventory targets (Si
t)i,t for all cycles t ∈ C ; but only current cycle decisions (Y i

c ,Bi
c,R

i
c, S

i
c)i are

implemented. In the next cycle c − 1, CM will update (P0) with new information collected in

cycle c, advance the planning horizon by one cycle, rerun (P0) for cycle c− 1 decisions, thereby

improving planning quality.

3.2. Local Module: Dynamic Load Acceptance Model

Consider the CSR i ∈ N . His execution horizon is the current cycle c, consisting of T periods

(days), with Tc = {tc, tc − 1, . . . , tc − T}. He commits to on-time delivery and takes inventory target

Si
c as given input. Before accepting any load, he first executes the decisions (Y i

c ,Bi
c,R

i
c) dictated

by CM; then he forecasts demand (Zt)t∈Tc by distributions (Ft)t∈Tc , and supply (Kt)t by (Gt)t.

Each period CSR i faces demand classes Jiι = {(iι`) : ` ∈ L } on route iι ∈ A . Let J =
⋃

iι Jiι

and |Jiι| = Jiι. The demand classes differ in destination ι, unit service cost cj , one-way revenue

r̃j , rejection penalty bj , and delivery leadtime `j , for j ∈ J . Each unit demand of class j requires

one container; if accepted, it contributes a profit margin rj ≡ (r̃j + bj − cj) and will be shipped

no later than the “deadline”—within `j periods of its acceptance. Premium customers usually

require shorter leadtime and pay higher prices; hence on route iι, r1 > r2 > ∙ ∙ ∙ > rJiι , and `1 6

`2 6 ∙ ∙ ∙6 `Jiι . For each route iι, we add a dummy class, with zero revenue, positive service cost,

and infinite leadtime; repositioning empty containers is then equivalent to satisfying the dummy

demand. Let zj
t be the realization of class j’s random demand Zj

t ∼ F j
t in period t. Let r = (rj)j ,

zt = (zj
t )j , and Zt = (Zj

t )j .

From the CSR’s perspective, the container supply is exogenous and stochastic. Let Kt ∼ Gt be

the number of containers newly available in period t, and kt its realization over the support [
ˉ
kt, k̄t].

In practice, the number of repositioned containers by CM is known to the CSR, which constitutes

the lower bound kt; the size of the storage yard puts a natural upper bound on k̄t.

Let It be the net inventory at the beginning of period t (before the replenishment of Kt), i.e.,

inventory on hand minus backlog. Upon each request, the CSR must inform the customer whether

it will be filled on time, typically in a couple of hours. To honor such a commitment, the CSR

considers only realized, known supply (Gorman 2010). After receiving the replenishment kt, the

CSR has It + kt +
∑t−1

τ=t−`j
ˉ
kτ leadtime inventory available for class j demand.

The timing is as follows. Before the current cycle c, CM sets target Si
c and requires the CSR

to execute decision (Y i
c ,Bi

c,R
i
c). In each period t of the current cycle, the CSR first reviews net

stock It, and then receives new supply kt and demand zt. Based on the local state (It,zt, kt),

the CSR accepts loads xt = (x1
t , . . . , x

J
t ), where xj

t is the acceptance for class j. The acceptance

xt must satisfy the leadtime capacity constraints, so that sufficient stock is available to meet all

commitments xt within their respective lead time `j . Thus class j orders can be accepted only
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if the remaining net leadtime inventory is positive: It + kt +
∑t−1

τ=t−`j
ˉ
kτ −

∑j−1

i=1 xi
t > 0. Each unit

of accepted class j orders is assigned a container, either on hand or arriving within `j periods.

Net stock is then reduced by one; order preemption is forbidden. Let ‖xt‖ ≡
∑

j |x
j
t | be the total

acceptance. Any remaining net stock It−1 = It + kt − ‖xt‖ is carried over to the next period at

holding cost h(It−1) = h ∙ I+
t−1. At the end of the cycle (period t = 0), based on the target Si

c, excess

containers pay unit surplus cost p, and stock shortages pay unit deficit cost b. Both costs are

internal measures to guide load acceptance.

We now formulate a generic model, with horizon T = {T,T −1, . . . ,0}, demand classes J =

{1, . . . , J}, and inventory target S0. Let A be the set of all feasible policies (xt)t∈T . Given initial

state (IT ,zT , kT ), the CSR seeks to maximize the expected total profit over T :

VT (IT ,zT , kT ) = max
(xt)t∈A

E(Zt,Kt)t

[ ∑
t∈T v(It,Zt,Kt,xt)

∣
∣
∣ IT ,zT , kT

]
,

where one-period reward is v(It,Zt,Kt,xt) ≡
∑J

j=1(r̃
j − cj)xj

t −
∑J

j=1 bj(Zj
t − xj

t) − h(It + Kt −

‖xt‖). The expectation is taken over the forecasts (Ft,Gt)t∈T . The associated optimal value func-

tions (Vt)t∈T satisfy the Bellman’s equations:

Vt(It,zt, kt) = max
xt∈At

{
v(It,zt, kt,xt) + EZt−1,Kt−1

[
Vt−1

(
It + kt −‖xt‖ ,Zt−1,Kt−1

) ∣∣ zt, kt

]}
, (P1)

At ≡ {xt ∈ZJ
+ : 06 xj

t 6 zj
t ,

∑j

i=1 xi
t ≤ It + kt +

∑t−1

τ=t−`j
ˉ
kτ , j ∈J } , (1)

V0(I0,z0, k0) = −p ∙ (I0 −S0)+ − b ∙ (S0 − I0)+. (2)

3.3. One-Way Economics and Inventory Targeting

The IMC has long suffered chronic network imbalance. The trouble starts with trade imbalance

and demand disparity.6 The situation is further worsened by the one-way economics and the

FCFS acceptance policy: the IMC accepts loads (iι`) as long as they make net one-way profits, i.e.,

riι` = r̃iι` + biι` − ciι` > 0.7

This one-way economics is short-sighted. It ignores both intertemporal and interspatial

effects—the externalities that the current acceptance imposes on the future and elsewhere. Con-

sequently, no location has incentive to voluntarily reposition excess containers. Without remedy,

imbalances would grow unchecked. Over time, demand disparity would perpetuate into chronic

supply imbalance.

To manage network imbalance, the IMC must coordinate load acceptance and container repo-

sitioning. Gorman (2010) developed an early version of the inventory targeting system. The main

idea is to integrate the network condition into load acceptance by dictating ending inventory. We

formalize it as follows. We first solve the network flow model (P0) to obtain inventory targets

(Si
c)i. These targets are then used to guide the CSR’s actions, by penalizing their deviations at the
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end of each cycle. Importantly, the targets extract only mid-term network imbalance information.

Through the deviation penalties (Eq. (2)), the targets then inject the mid-term network perspective

into the CSR i’s calculation, thereby partially coordinating the CSR’s action (xi∗
t )t with the rest of

the network.

Still, the inventory targeting system suffers two inefficiencies. (i) Delayed Responses: as the tar-

gets are set on the information of previous cycles, reacting to them entails one cycle delay. This

means, within a cycle, unexpected deficit CSRs would have to reject additional demands, and sur-

plus CSRs would have to hold unneeded stock, because network can be rebalanced only once a

cycle. Such delayed responses frustrate customers, waste capacity, and erode efficiency. (ii) Miss-

ing opportunities: as the inventory targets are set on mid-term forecasts, they ignore local short-

term forecasts, which contains fresh information on fortuitous opportunities. Indeed, in daily

transactions, when premium demands arise unexpectedly, deviations from targets can be prof-

itable (Gorman 2013).

This calls for more responsive control. The question is, if tight central management cannot do

so, then which mechanism can? Our solution lies in empowering local CSRs. The idea is that,

armed with short-term forecasts, CSRs are better positioned to make real-time decisions. Yet, the

old system is built on one-way economics, dictates ending inventory, rewards only acceptance,

and ignores short-term forecasts. To improve, we must leverage short-term forecasts, account for

intertemporal and interspatial effects, and incentivize real-time repositioning.

4. Scarcity Pricing Scheme for Chronic Network Imbalance

We implement this idea through a scarcity pricing scheme. It improves the inventory targeting

system in four ways. (i) We set the ending condition of (P1) to V0(I0)≡ 0. This frees CSRs from the

inventory targets, and encourages prompt responses. (ii) To better capture intertemporal effects,

we extend the CSR’s horizon to multiple cycles (e.g., 2T periods). This relaxation incorporates

the destination effect, allows for various transit time, and improves current decision quality. (iii)

To account for interspatial effects, we refine (P1) to (P1
λ) by enhancing its objective function with

scarcity price λt. (iv) To leverage short-term forecasts, we execute (P1
λ) in a rolling horizon fashion:

each CSR re-solves (P1
λ) every day, and updates it with new information before each execution.

We now elaborate. First, we define scarcity price. In period t, for location ι with stock It, its

scarcity price for period s is λι
ts = EIs [∂IsV

ι
s(Is) | It], where V ι

s(Is) = EV ι
s (Is,Zs,Ks) is the expected

value function in (P1).8 Intuitively, λι
ts is the conditional shadow price that location ι is willing to

pay at time t for an extra container available at time s, given its current condition It. It is the

scarcity price that forecasts location ι’s congestion at future time s: λι
ts > 0 signals shortage, while

λι
ts < 0 reveals surplus. Hence, vector λι

t = (λι
ts)s6t represents the future congestions of location ι,

and λt = (λι
t)ι the future network conditions, as forecasted at time t.
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Second, for location i, we refine its program (P1) by enhancing the objective function with price

vector λt: instead of one-way profit r̃iι` + biι` − ciι`, the CSR i now earns additional profit λι
ts from

accepting load (iι`) at time t that arrives at time s (estimated), i.e., riι`(λt)≡
(
r̃iι` + biι` − ciι`

)
+λι

ts.

Let ri(λt) =
(
riι`(λt)

)
ι,`

. The refined program (P1
λ) is V i

t (It,zt, kt) = maxxt∈At f i
t (It,zt, kt,xt), where

f i
t (It,zt, kt,xt) = ri(λt) ∙xt −hi(It + kt −‖xt‖)−b ∙ zt +V i

t−1(It + kt −‖xt‖). (3)

Since r = r(0), the program (P1) is a special case of (P1
λ), with λt ≡ 0. The refined (P1

λ) prescribes

a new acceptance policy: load (iι`) is accepted if remaining inventory I satisfies the condition:

(
r̃iι` + biι` − ciι`

)
+ λι

ts > −∂Ih
i(I)+ ∂IV

i
t−1(I). (4)

As we shall show, the new policy is in fact optimal for (P1
λ), and it can be computed efficiently.9

This scheme improves the old system in three ways. First, it internalizes the intertemporal effect.

By Eq. (4), the current acceptance must bring in sufficient revenue to cover the cost of reducing

a container for future usage, −∂Ih
i(I) + ∂IV i

t−1(I), i.e., the externality on the future. Second, it

internalizes the interspatial effect. In Eq. (4), the scarcity price λι
ts captures the externality that the

acceptance of (iι`) imposes on the destination ι, i.e., the marginal benefit of increasing destination

ι’s supply in period s. Third, the scheme incentivizes voluntary repositioning. Because the refined

program (P1
λ) now embraces scarcity prices, solving it prescribes new actions that account for the

externality of the interspatial effect. Therefore, in each period it can be profitable to reposition

empty containers voluntarily, despite zero one-way revenue r̃iι` = 0. Under the one-way eco-

nomics, this would never happen, because it would make net one-way loss (r̃iι` + biι` − ciι` < 0).

But in light of the destination effect, the CSR will reposition empty containers, willingly, as long

as it leads to profitable destinations ι, in the sense that λι
ts >−

(
r̃iι` + biι` − ciι`) (cf. Eq. (4)).

As such, the scarcity pricing scheme directly addresses the main deficiencies of the old system.

The key is its better ability to transmit the scarcity information over the network in a timely man-

ner. By executing (P1
λ) in the rolling horizon fashion, the scheme incorporates current information

φi
t =
(
I i

t , (F
i
s)s6t, (Gi

s)s6t

)
of location i into other location ι’s decisions. It does so through two chan-

nels. (i) The first is through price: the information φi
t determines the prices λi

t, which influences

the profit margin rι(λt) of location ι’s objective function f ι
t , thereby shaping its current decision

xι∗
t . (ii) The second channel is through action: the information φi

t determines location i’s accep-

tance xiι`∗
t , which influences location ι’s supply forecast (Gι

s)s6t−1 in period t−1, thereby shaping

the future decisions. Through these two channels, the information φi
t rapidly propagates over the

entire network, so that evolving local conditions are timely captured in all the CSR’s subsequent

decisions.
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This scheme also addresses the network interdependence problem. By design, every CSR i is

profit-maximizing, in the sense of the program (P1
λ). Solving (P1

λ) produces the scarcity prices λi
t,

which distill all the relevant information φi
t of location i that other CSRs need to know. By taking

the deliberate action xi∗
t of voluntary repositioning, CSR i not only adds his short-term forecast

(F i
s ,G

i
s)s6t into the network, but also propagates other relevant information (I i

t ,z
i
t, k

i
t) that has

influenced his decisions in the first place. All are coded in the prices λi
t. This provides clarity and

simplifies other CSR’s decision making: rather than gathering and processing excessive informa-

tion of all other CSR i’s forecasts, the CSR j 6= i only needs to respond to price vector (λi
t)i.

Practically, the scheme sets in motion a dynamic balancing process. In this process, the scarcity

prices (λi
t)i control the timing, direction, and intensity of the traffic. For example, suppose before

period t, CSR i suffers a sudden demand shock and expects shortage in the next few periods

(expecting lower stocks (Is)s6t). This shortage produces positive prices λi
ts > 0, to attract incoming

repositioning traffic that seeks profits. Advancing to period t−1, as stocks (Is)s6t−1 accumulate, the

scarcity prices λi
t−1,s drop. This change in turn reduces incoming traffic and the rate of stock accu-

mulation in period t−1 and onward. When the price drops to zero (λi
τs = 0), location i achieves

supply-demand balance. However, such balance is temporary, as new wave of demand shocks

will knock the system into imbalance again. But the countervailing forces created by voluntary

repositioning always drive the system back towards network balance—the “center of gravity”.

Indeed, the larger the imbalance, the higher the price differentials, the stronger the repositioning

traffic, the quicker the recovery. What matters is not the steady state of balance, but the dynamic

balancing process that adapts to changing network conditions.

5. Insights on Heterogenous Leadtime and Random Supply

The IMC faces three challenges: network effect, leadtime heterogeneity, and random supply. Sec-

tion 4 has addressed the network effect. We now address the other two challenges, and discuss

how they affect the control policy and profitability.

5.1. Leadtime Heterogeneity and Fulfillment Flexibility

We first characterize the case of homogeneous leadtime.

LEMMA 1. Assume `j ≡ `, ∀j ∈ J . The optimal solution x∗
t to problem (P1

λ) has the greedy structure:

if 0 < x∗
t < z

t for some ∈J , then x∗
t = (z1

t , . . . , z
−1
t , x∗

t ,0, . . . ,0).

Under the greedy structure, the problem (P1
λ) reduces to determining the single decision x∗

t of

the partial acceptance class . It can be found by searching over J action spaces (Ai
t)i∈J , where

Ai
t ≡ {xt ∈ At : xj

t = zj
t ,∀j < i; xj

t = 0,∀j > i}; for each Ai
t, the problem is one dimensional. Thus

Lemma 1 completely characterizes the homogeneous leadtime case.
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The greedy structure, however, does not hold for the heterogeneous leadtime case. This is

because leadtime heterogeneity offers additional fulfillment flexibility, which complicates accep-

tance. In the homogeneous leadtime case, partial acceptance of class  (x
t < z

t) implies no accep-

tance of any lower classes (xj
t = 0 for j > ). In the heterogeneous leadtime case, however, it is

possible that class  is partially accepted—due to binding leadtime supply constraint—but some

class  + 1 orders can still be accepted, because of increased supply
∑t−`−1

s=t−`+1
ˉ
ks, scheduled to

arrive in the extended time window [t− `+1, t− ` − 1].

This complication calls for a new solution approach. We can show that functions ft, Vt, and Vt

are concave and well behaved; the program (P1
λ) has an unconstrained, first order maximizer (see

Lemma 3 in Appendix). Hence, the optimal constrained decision x∗
t (It,zt, kt) ∈At is to reach the

unconstrained optimizer as close as possible, i.e., of the “accept-down-to” type. Such a conven-

tional approach, however, hinges on the multi-dimensional state (It,zt, kt), suffers the curse of

dimensionality, and offers little insight into actual load acceptance.

To sharpen insights and facilitate computation, we develop a decoupling solution approach. The

main idea is to decompose the simultaneous decision into two sequential ones—capacity reserva-

tion and demand allocation. First, we introduce an anchoring point, yt = It + kt −‖xt‖, the ending

net stock after acceptance xt. Second, we show that for any choice of capacity reservation yt, the

optimal demand allocation can be expressed by the anchoring point yt. This approach enables an

effective search of the optimal capacity reservation via the concavity of Vt, and the optimal policy

on each demand class via a simple iteration. Please see the Appendix for detail.

We now characterize the optimal policy. Let Ht(y) ≡ −h(y) + Vt−1(y). First, we define the

rationing threshold for class j ∈J by the inverse of ∂Ht:

θj
t ≡ [∂Ht]−1

(
rj(λt)

)
, (5)

where θj
t =−∞ if no such y exists. Intuitively, θj

t is the ideal ending net stock for class j in period

t, which equalizes the option value of reserving the container for future use and the immediate profit

of accepting class order j now. Moreover, the thresholds (θj
t )j are state independent, increasing in

j (θ1
t 6 θ2

t 6 ∙ ∙ ∙6 θJ
t ).

These are classical results in the literature. To account for the unique features of the intermodal

operations, we further refine the classical results in three substantive ways. First, local load accep-

tance is guided by the network perspective. As a function of price λt, the threshold θj
t responds to

the congestion elsewhere right away. Second, supply risk shapes rationing thresholds. In the liter-

ature, the thresholds are driven by demand risk only (Benjaafar and ElHafsi 2006). Our thresholds

are driven by both demand and supply risks (Zt,Kt); they jointly determine how the future is
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“averaged” (in the term ∂yVt−1(y) = ∂yEZt−1,Kt−1
[Vt−1(y,Zt−1,Kt−1)]). As we shall demonstrate, the

impact of supply risk can be substantial.

Third, leadtime heterogeneity entails fulfilment flexibility, and extends the range and func-

tions of effective thresholds. In the literature, the problem setup usually deals with end consumers,

assumes immediate fulfillment with homogeneous leadtime, and requires
∑

i x
i
t 6 It + kt. This

setup produces positive effective thresholds (i.e., actual end stock level), which serve the sole

function of reserving current capacity for future use. In contrast, IMCs deal with business cus-

tomers, who differ in fulfillment leadtime requirements, hence
∑j

i=1 xi
t 6 It + kt +

∑t−1

τ=t−`j
ˉ
kτ . The

relaxed constraints permit negative effective thresholds. Practically, this property implies that

committing future capacity to current demand can be profitable, if profit margin rj now is suffi-

ciently high. As such, our refined thresholds serve twin functions: when they are positive, they

reserve current stock for future usage; when they are negative, they book current demand for

future delivery. Hence, they prevent the loss of future high-valued orders by capacity reserva-

tion, and avoid the loss of current high-valued orders by advance booking. Taken together, the

thresholds θt = (θj
t )j define the optimal policy (OPT) as follows.

THEOREM 1. For each state (It,zt, kt), the optimal acceptance x∗
t (It,zt, kt;θt) has a nested structure:

xj∗
t (It,zt, kt; θt) = min

{

zj
t ,
(
It + kt +

∑t−1
s=t−`j ˉ

ks −
∑j−1

n=1 xn∗
t

)+

,
(
It + kt −

∑j−1
n=1 xn∗

t − θj
t

)+
}

, j ∈J . (6)

Theorem 1 pins down the simple, nested structure of the optimal policy. Eq. (6) reveals how

current and future congestions drive acceptance. The current scarcity is determined by demand

zj
t and supply It + kt, and the future scarcity by thresholds θj

t . It is optimal to accept orders in

an ascending order of class j; for each class j, accept orders until (a) all orders zj
t are accepted,

(b) all the net leadtime stock It + kt +
∑t−1

s=t−`j
ˉ
ks is exhausted, or (c) the net ending stock reaches

threshold θj
t , whichever occurs first.

Theorem 1 makes two contributions. The first is computational. It implies an efficient algorithm

with only linear-time complexity. The key is to recover state dependent decision xj∗
t (It,zt, kt;θt)

from the state independent thresholds θj
t : instead of crunching (xj∗

t )j with brute force for all states

(It,zt, kt), the algorithm first specifies a few thresholds, and then computes xj∗
t by the simple

transformation of (6). This method rescues us from the curse of dimensionality in the action space.

We then get around the outcome space curse by the Monte Carlo method. As a result, the compu-

tation boils down to a lookup table over the scalar space of inventory.10 See §6 for the algorithmic

implementation.

The second contribution of Theorem 1 is managerial. It identifies three drivers of OPT, which

operate in different time frames. (a) Within each period, market segmentation exploits price dispar-

ity by prioritizing high-reward loads over low ones, thereby cashing in on demand heterogene-

ity. (b) Across periods, intertemporal rationing reserves current containers for future high-reward
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demand, thereby reducing intertemporal imbalance. (c) Within each leadtime window [t− `j , t],

fulfillment flexibility exploits leadtime heterogeneity by consolidating stock over time and booking

current orders for future delivery, thereby better matching supply and demand. While the first

two drivers are well-known, the third driver—fulfillment flexibility—is unique and new to the

literature. As we shall illustrate, exploiting fulfillment flexibility can greatly improve efficiency

and profitability.

Numerical Examples: To understand the impact of the three drivers, we compare OPT with

three commonly used policies (Patty 2015). (a) The FCFS policy accepts confirmed loads indiscrim-

inately, as long as net stock is positive. It ignores all three drivers. (b) The myopic admission (ARM)

policy segments customers and accepts orders by their priorities, as long as leadtime capacity

allows. It embraces market segmentation, but dismisses intertemporal rationing and fulfillment

flexibility. (c) The rationing (RAT) policy accepts orders by their priorities with onhand stock and

reserves capacity for the future, but ignores fulfillment flexibility. This experimental design iso-

lates the impact of each driver in a clean way: FCFS= none, ARM= market segmentation, RAT=

market segmentation + intertemporal rationing, OPT = all three drivers.

We focus on two environmental factors—scarcity and price disparity. We measure the average

scarcity by capacity factor ρ =
∑

t kt
∑

t

∑
j EZ

j
t

: ρ < 1 means scarcity (congested); ρ > 1 signals abun-

dance. Hence, the lower the capacity factor ρ, the more severe the scarcity. We quantify price disparity

by γ = r1

r2 . To focus on policy effects, we assume two demand classes: they follow zero-inflated-

Poisson (ZIP) distribution, with μ = 9 and the probability of extra zeros ω0 = 0.1.11 Supply is stable

with kt ≡ k, ∀t; we vary k so that ρ∈ (0,1.5]. Other parameters are: γ ∈ {2,3,4}, h = 0.05, p = b = 0,

`i = ` = 2, and T = 10.

We track two performance measures. (a) The profit improvement of policy π ∈ {ARM, RAT, OPT }

over FCFS: ΔV π% = V π−V FCFS

V FCFS × 100%, where V π and V FCFS are the expected profits of policy π and

FCFS. (b) The fill rate fπ
j = Eπ

[∑
t x

j
t∑

t Z
j
t

]
measures the expected ratio of acceptance for class j under

policy π. Table 2 and Figures 3–5 reveal four insights.

First, market segmentation—quantified by ΔV ARM%—is effective at all scarcity levels. It

improves ARM over FCFS in the entire scarcity range; the improvement becomes more pro-

nounced, when ρ decreases or γ increases (cf. Table 2 and Figure 3). Market segmentation achieves

this by improving premium service and discriminating against low class orders (Figure 4), which

is especially effective when supply is scarce.

Second, intertemporal rationing—quantified by (ΔV RAT − ΔV ARM)%—is necessary when sup-

ply is scarce. It is effective for the moderation of supply and high price disparity. Intertemporal

rationing is negligible for ample supply (ρ > 1): as rationing aims at preventing future scarcity,

there is no need for rationing when either capacity is ample or price difference is negligible.
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Third, fulfillment flexibility—quantified by (ΔV OPT −ΔV RAT)%—is effective at all scarcity levels

(cf. Figure 3). Moreover, it helps to improve the premium service. Table 2 shows that, on average,

OPT can fulfill 98.9% of class 1 orders, RAT 96.1%, ARM 88.6%, while FCFS can only serve 62.2%.

Fourth, the rationing thresholds serve twin functions, and they can either increase or decrease

over time (t ↓ 0, in Figure 5). When they increase, they prescribe demand advance booking with

the negative thresholds (ρ = 0.99, 1.34); when they decrease, they prescribe capacity reserva-

tion with positive thresholds (ρ = 0.27, 0.63). As discussed earlier, such new control behavior is

uniquely driven by leadtime heterogeneity.

Table 2 Impact of Congestion and Demand Heterog eniety

Profit Improvement (%) Fill Rate (%)

No ρ γ ΔV ARM% ΔV RAT% ΔV OPT% f FCFS
1 f FCFS

2 f ARM
1 f ARM

2 f RAT
1 f RAT

2 f OPT
1 f OPT

2

1 0.09 2 19.5 28.8 30.7 9.0 9.0 15.2 3.0 18.2 0.4 18.7 0.1
2 0.09 3 28.9 42.8 45.3 8.9 8.9 15.2 2.9 18.1 0.4 18.7 0.1
3 0.09 4 34.5 51.1 53.9 9.0 9.0 15.2 3.1 18.2 0.4 18.8 0.1
4 0.27 2 20.5 29.6 32.6 27.1 27.1 44.7 9.5 53.5 1.5 56.0 0.2
5 0.27 3 30.7 44.5 48.6 26.8 26.8 44.6 9.1 52.9 1.4 55.7 0.2
6 0.27 4 36.7 53.4 58.1 27.1 27.1 44.3 9.7 53.1 1.4 56.6 0.2
7 0.45 2 18.3 25.2 29.7 44.9 44.9 70.6 19.4 82.4 7.2 87.7 4.0
8 0.45 3 27.4 38.5 44.5 45.3 45.3 70.9 19.8 82.8 6.9 87.0 3.2
9 0.45 4 32.9 46.5 53.5 45.4 45.4 71.1 20.3 82.9 7.3 87.9 3.2

10 0.63 2 13.7 16.1 18.7 63.4 63.4 88.8 37.7 95.6 28.4 98.2 25.4
11 0.63 3 20.5 24.9 28.2 62.4 62.4 88.4 36.5 95.7 25.9 98.7 25.1
12 0.63 4 24.6 30.4 34.1 62.2 62.2 88.6 35.9 96.1 25.3 98.9 23.4
13 0.81 2 8.0 8.1 10.1 79.3 79.3 97.3 61.2 98.7 58.5 99.0 60.1
14 0.81 3 12.0 12.4 14.2 79.0 79.0 97.1 60.7 98.9 56.5 99.5 59.1
15 0.81 4 14.3 15.1 16.8 78.5 78.5 97.0 59.8 98.9 55.2 99.6 59.1
16 0.99 2 3.5 3.5 5.9 90.5 90.5 99.5 81.3 99.5 81.3 99.6 88.5
17 0.99 3 5.2 5.2 7.0 90.8 90.8 99.5 81.8 99.5 81.8 99.8 86.5
18 0.99 4 6.2 6.2 7.7 90.8 90.8 99.6 81.8 99.6 81.8 99.8 86.6
19 1.16 2 1.2 1.2 3.0 97.0 97.0 100.0 94.0 100.0 94.0 100.0 98.6
20 1.16 3 1.7 1.7 3.2 97.0 97.0 100.0 94.1 100.0 94.1 100.0 98.2
21 1.16 4 2.1 2.1 3.2 96.9 96.9 100.0 93.8 100.0 93.8 100.0 98.4
22 1.34 2 0.4 0.4 1.2 98.9 98.9 100.0 97.8 100.0 97.8 100.0 100.0
23 1.34 3 0.5 0.5 1.2 99.0 99.0 100.0 97.9 100.0 97.9 100.0 100.0
24 1.34 4 0.6 0.6 1.2 99.0 99.0 100.0 98.0 100.0 98.0 100.0 100.0

5.2. Random Supply and Deterministic Approximation

The third salient feature of intermodal operations is random supply. It poses a new challenge:

How should the IMC adapt its acceptance policy to evolving supply risk? We now state our main

result. For the system under random supply K̂, let V̂t be its associated value function, x̂∗
t the

optimal acceptance policy, and θ̂j
t the threshold for class j. Let 6st denote usual stochastic order,

and 6cx convex order (Müller and Stoyan 2002, Shaked and Shanthikumar 2007).

THEOREM 2. (i) If Ks 6cx K̂s, ∀s6 t−1, then Vt(It,zt, kt)> V̂t(It,zt, kt).
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Figure 3 Profit Improvement
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(ii) If Ks 6st K̂s, ∀s 6 t− 1, then ∂ItV (It,zt, kt) > ∂It V̂t(It,zt, kt), θj
t > θ̂j

t , and xj∗
t (It,zt, kt) 6

x̂j∗
t (It,zt, kt), ∀j ∈J .

Theorem 2.(i) characterizes how supply risk affects profitability (in the convex order sense). It

has two implications. First, it pays to improve forecast accuracy. This confirms the intuition that

supply risk (variability) reduces profitability (Gao et al. 2014a). To see why, note that the convex

order Ks 6cx K̂s implies EKs =EK̂s and varKs 6 varK̂s; i.e., K̂s is more volatile and hence riskier

than Ks.

Second, part (i) indicates that the widely used deterministic approximation (DA) may perform

poorly under certain risk profiles. Assuming away supply risk, DA solves problem (P1
λ) by replac-

ing random variables with their expectations; e.g., Gorman (2010) implements DA with determin-
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istic supply. DA simplifies computation, but this may come at substantial loss of solution quality

and profitability.

Part (ii) specifies how supply risk shapes the acceptance policy. A grim future outlook Kt(6st

K̂t) increases the option value ∂IVt of current stock, raises rationing thresholds (θj
t )j , thereby

reduces the orders x∗
t taken now. Such dynamic execution calls for cross-functional coordination:

central management, the local CSRs, and forecasting divisions must closely align their activities

to ensure high profitability and capacity utilization.

Numerical Examples: We now illustrate the cost of ignoring supply risk by V OPT−V DA

V DA × 100%,

where V DA is the profit under DA. We focus on how supply variability and scarcity affect that cost

in a single location; we examine the impact of supply variability on network performance in §7.3.

Consider two classes of i.i.d. demands, Z1,Z2 ∼ ZIP, with mean μ = 9 and probability of extra

zeros ω0 = 0.1. Supply Kt is binary, equally likely to assume
ˉ
k and k̄. We test coefficient of variation

CV ∈ [0,1] by varying (
ˉ
k, k̄) ∈ {(12,12), (11,13), . . . , (0,24)}, capacity factor ρ ∈ [0,2] by changing

(
ˉ
k, k̄)∈ {(0,4), (2,6), . . . , (22,46)}. The results in Figures 6–7 reveal two insights.

Figure 6 Impact of Supply Variability
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Figure 7 Impact of Supply Scarcity
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First, the cost of ignoring supply variability can be substantial, and it increases in supply vari-

ability. Figure 6 shows that the higher the uncertainty, the higher the cost. This is because DA

ignores volatility information and only plans for average supply. It prescribes a one-size-fits-all

policy, insensitive to coefficient of variations (CV) across risk scenarios. Hence DA erodes the effec-

tiveness of all three drivers, exacerbates demand-supply mismatch, and reduces profitability.

Second, the volatility information is most valuable for the moderate scarcity. The value comes

from guiding OPT to better calibrate responses to changing scarcity level, which DA ignores com-

pletely. In Figure 7, when supply is abundant, the volatility information has little value because it
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is optimal to accept all orders and no driver is at work. When capacity is scarce, volatility infor-

mation again has little value, because there is little resource to manage—information has value

only when it can be acted upon. In moderate supply range, however, volatility matters a great

deal. This result shows that DA is a good approximation when scarcity is extremely high or low,

but not when it is moderate.

6. Algorithmic Implementation

Leveraging our analytical insights, we now implement the scarcity pricing scheme and the refined

acceptance policy. In essence, the scheme is a decomposition method with rolling horizon execu-

tion.

STEP 1. Initialization

STEP 2. FOR cycle c = M,M − 1, ∙ ∙ ∙ ,0:

STEP 2a. CM updates stock (Si
c+1)i and mid-term demand forest Dc;

STEP 2b. CM solves (P0), and executes decision (Y i
c ,Bi

c,R
i
c)i;

STEP 2c. FOR period t = tc, tc − 1, . . . , tc −T :

CM aggregates load acceptance (xi∗
t+1)i into scheduled supply (κi

ts)i,s;

Update CSR’s horizon T := {t, t−1, . . . , t− 2T} for rolling horizon;

FOR CSR i∈N :

Observe state (Ii
t ,z

i
t, k

i
t) and prices λt;

Update demand and supply forecasts (F i
t ,Gi

t);

Compute optimal policy and value functions
(
(θi

t)t, (Vi
t)t

)
:= DPS(F i

t ,Gi
t, λt,T );

Make load acceptance x∗
t (I

i
t ,z

i
t, k

i
t; θ

i
t) by Eq. (6);

Update the stock to Ii
t−1 := Ii

t + kt −‖x∗
t ‖;

Compute and announce the scarcity price λi
t−1 := MC(Ii

t−1, F
i
t ,Gi

t; (θ
i
t)t, (Vi

t)t,T );

STEP 3. Return results

Two algorithms, DPS and MC, merit further elaboration. For notational ease, we fix a CSR and

suppress the index i in the following presentation.

6.1. DPS: Dynamic Programming and Simulation Based Algorithm for the Optimal Policy

Program (P1
λ) suffers two curses of high dimensionality. The first is the curse of the action space.

To deal with it, we employ the nested policy structure in Eq. (6) to replace onerous MDP policy

search. This allows efficient DP backward iteration. The second curse comes from the outcome

space. The possible outcomes of demand and supply are of size |Z|J × K, making it impossible

to compute value functions Vt(I) = EZt,Kt

[
Vt

(
It,Zt,Kt

)]
analytically. To proceed, we use Monte

Carlo simulation to evaluate EZt,Kt , based on the sample {zt(s), kt(s)}s6S̄ drawn from distribu-

tions Ft and Gt.
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We implement these ideas as the DPS algorithm. The algorithm requires only linear opera-

tions. The choice of the sample size S̄ depends on the problem scale, solution accuracy, and speed

requirements. As sample size S̄ increases, the computational complexity increases only linearly

(see STEP 2c).

STEP 1. Initialize V0(I)≡ 0, H ′
1(I) :=−h′(I) for I ∈ [I, Ī];

STEP 2. For t = 1,2, . . . ,2T (backward):

STEP 2a. Compute the rationing thresholds θt = (θj
t )j , by θj

t := min{ I : rj(λt)>H ′
t(I)}, ∀j ∈J ;

STEP 2b. Generate the demand sample {zt(s)}S̄
s=1 from Ft, and the supply sample {kt(s)}S̄

s=1 from Gt;

STEP 2c. For net inventory I ∈ [I, Ī]:

Compute the optimal actions {xt(s)}S̄
s=1, where xt(s) := x∗

t (I,zt(s), kt(s); θt) by Eq. (6);

Compute {Vt(I, s)}S̄
s=1 by

Vt(I, s) := r(λt) ∙xt(s)−h(I + kt(s)−‖xt(s)‖) +Vt−1(I + kt(s)−‖xt(s)‖);

Compute the expected value function Vt(I) :=
∑S̄

s=1 Vt(I,s)

S̄
;

Compute the marginal values V ′
t(I) := Vt(I)−Vt(I − 1), and H ′

t+1(I) :=−h′(I) +V ′
t(I);

STEP 3. Return the policy thresholds (θt)
2T
t=1, and value functions (Vt)

2T
t=0.

6.2. MC Algorithm for the Scarcity Price

For a CSR, given demand and supply (Zt,Kt)t, the control policy (θt)t induces a Markov process

(It)t, with transition function It−1 = It + Kt −‖x∗
t (It,Zt,Kt;θt)‖. The scarcity price

λts =Eθt
Zt,Kt

[
∂IsVs(Is)|It

]
=
∑

Is
p(t−s)(Is|It) ∙

[
Vs(Is)−Vs(Is − 1)

]
, (7)

where p(t−s)(Is|It) is the (t − s)-step transition probability from state It at time t to state

Is at time s. We use Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm to compute the price vector λt−1 :=

MC(It−1, Ft,Gt; (θt)t, (Vt)t,T ).

STEP 1. Initialization

STEP 2. For sample path s = 1,2, . . . , S̄:

For period t = 2T,2T−1, . . . ,0 (forward):

Compute current price wt(s) := Vt(It(s))−Vt(It(s)− 1);

Sample demand zt(s)∼ Ft, and supply kt(s)∼Gt;

Compute the optimal acceptance xt(s) := x∗
t (It(s),zt(s), kt(s); θt) by Eq. (6);

Compute the next state It−1(s) := It(s) + kt −‖xt(s)‖;

STEP 3. Compute scarcity price λ2T,t :=
∑

s wt(s)

S̄
for each t;

STEP 4. Return price vector (λ2T,t)
2T
t=0.
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7. Numerical Experiments on Network Performance

This section quantifies (1) the performance of the refined acceptance policy, (2) the improvement

of the scarcity pricing scheme over inventory targeting, and (3) the impact of supply stochasticity.

The impact of demand stochasticity is similar to that of supply. To separate the effects of the

policy and scarcity pricing, we conduct two sets of tests. The first set focuses on the policy effects,

measures local performance, and uses real data. The second set of tests focuses exclusively on

scarcity pricing and supply stochasticity. To ensure fair comparison, it uses the optimal acceptance

policy throughout. To evaluate network performance with manageable computational effort, it

adopts the same network as in Gorman (2001). We believe the lessons learned from these simple

networks are also useful for more complex settings.

7.1. Improvement of Load Acceptance Operations

We now demonstrate how the refined policy improves local operations. The data set has 24 loca-

tions. Table 3 summarizes the origins (ranked by ρ), the daily mean demand μ = E[
∑

t

∑
j Zj

t ]/T ,

the number of classes J , and the profit margin range [rJ , r1]. There are three demand segments on

each OD pair; the demand for each segment follows Poisson distribution. The supply forecasts are

based on the scheduled supply and historical unloading-time distributions. The profit margins

are scaled for proprietary consideration.12

Figure 8 Profit Improvement for 100%kt
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Figure 9 Profit Improvement for 70%kt
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Table 3 and Figures 8–10 show that, when supply is limited (ρ < 1), OPT and ARM can sig-

nificantly improve profitability over FCFS. Under current supply 100%kt, 11 origins benefit. For

example, by adopting ARM, Origin 9 can increase profits by 18.2%; if OPT is employed, it can gain

additional 10.5%. When supply gets more scarce, more origins benefit from RM tactics: 14 origins

benefit under 70%kt, and almost all see improvement under the 50%kt scenario.
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Table 3 Policy Comparisons for A Freight Transportation Compan y

System Parameters 100%kt (%) 70%kt (%) 50%kt (%)
Origin μ J rJ r1 ρ ΔV ARM% ΔV OPT% ρ ΔV ARM% ΔV OPT% ρ ΔV ARM% ΔV OPT%

1 6.3 9 0.04 3.53 0.09 147.3 163.8 0.08 151.2 178.3 0.06 147.6 179.9
2 2.6 3 0.07 5.30 0.14 29.3 87.9 0.11 40.3 88.1 0.08 34.5 88.3
3 3.3 6 0.06 5.71 0.62 10.2 13.1 0.43 14.8 19.2 0.24 17.2 21.0
4 1.3 6 0.01 0.73 0.65 7.8 25.8 0.48 18.4 20.4 0.28 19.5 25.7
5 0.9 3 0.07 8.84 0.72 10.9 12.3 0.49 9.5 36.5 0.37 58.0 62.8
6 129.9 51 0.05 6.52 0.74 20.9 23.5 0.52 39.3 44.6 0.38 14.9 50.4
7 13.9 9 0.08 8.45 0.78 18.8 23.4 0.55 40.9 55.4 0.39 36.5 41.5
8 32.1 21 0.03 4.79 0.79 9.3 13.5 0.55 24.2 29.2 0.40 60.2 75.8
9 7.1 3 0.03 2.86 0.79 18.2 28.7 0.56 27.0 38.8 0.42 60.5 87.1

10 1.5 3 0.01 0.70 0.84 15.1 18.9 0.57 38.1 55.0 0.47 27.0 32.3
11 51.4 42 0.04 6.68 0.93 3.4 5.6 0.65 17.0 21.4 0.47 37.8 49.4
12 45.5 24 0.04 5.72 1.04 0.2 0.3 0.73 21.6 26.0 0.52 38.1 43.4
13 14.4 6 0.05 5.26 1.32 0.2 0.2 0.92 5.8 9.1 0.66 22.6 31.5
14 29.4 27 0.04 7.67 1.38 0.0 0.0 0.97 2.8 4.6 0.69 16.9 22.4
15 38.0 18 0.05 6.69 1.59 0.0 0.2 1.10 0.6 0.9 0.79 11.4 16.6
16 8.3 6 0.04 7.45 1.59 0.0 0.1 1.11 0.0 0.4 0.79 13.7 18.2
17 12.3 12 0.04 4.90 1.70 0.0 0.3 1.18 0.0 0.1 0.85 8.0 15.8
18 61.4 33 0.05 8.50 1.71 0.0 0.3 1.20 0.0 0.1 0.86 7.5 10.3
19 68.5 39 0.06 8.03 1.74 0.1 0.1 1.22 0.0 0.2 0.87 7.8 10.1
20 5.1 12 0.02 1.97 1.77 0.0 0.2 1.25 0.1 0.2 0.89 8.4 10.8
21 73.4 27 0.04 9.54 1.98 0.0 0.1 1.38 0.0 0.1 0.99 0.5 1.2
22 20.0 12 0.04 5.57 2.00 0.0 0.0 1.40 0.0 0.2 1.00 1.9 2.2
23 24.5 15 0.03 4.12 2.77 0.2 0.2 1.94 0.2 0.2 1.39 0.0 0.3
24 2.3 3 0.04 7.01 5.21 1.0 1.0 3.60 0.8 0.8 2.59 0.0 0.7

Figure 10 Profit Improvement for 50%kt
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Figure 11 ∂V14(I) of ARM and OPT
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We now illustrate how supply risk affects control policies. Figure 11 reports the marginal value

∂V14(I) of inventory in ARM and OPT for Origin 13 under three scarcity levels (70%, 100% and

130% kt). Because ARM considers a single shipment date and ingores future supply, it is insensitive

to supply risk. In contrast, OPT is responsive to both current stock It and future supply (Kτ )τ<t:

a grimmer future outlook increases the option value of current stock. This result highlights the

central role of dynamic supply information (Kt)t in intermodal capacity management.
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7.2. Improvement of Scarcity Pricing over Inventory Targeting

We now quantity how the scarcity PRICING scheme (P1
λ) improves network performance over

the INVENTORY targeting system (P1). To isolate the main effects, we use the same network as in

Gorman (2001). It has three locations: N = {Los Angeles (LA), Chicago (CH), Fort Worth (FW)}.

The demand for each route ij ∈N ×N follows ZIP distribution, with μij ∈ {10,15,20}, ω0 = 0.1,

and ` = 1. The unit holding cost h = $200. The supply Ki ∼ Binomial(ni, p), where p ∈ {0.6,0.9},

and ni is chosen so that EKi matches the supply generated by the optimal policy. We consider

two levels of network imbalance: the imbalanced network has profit margins (rij)ij =
(

0 2000 2000
1000 0 2000
1000 2000 0

)
,

and demand rate (μij)ij =
(

0 20 20
10 0 10
10 10 0

)
, while the balanced network has (rij)ij =

(
0 1500 1500

1500 0 2000
1500 2000 0

)
, and

(μij)ij =
(

0 15 15
15 0 10
15 10 0

)
.

We track two performance metrics: expected profit EV and fill rate f ; the improvements Δ%EV

and Δ%f are their percentage changes over the inventory system performance. The network

profit is the sum of local profits; the network fill rate is the weighted average of local fill rates,

where the weights are relative demand sizes. The result in Table 4 reveals two insights.

First, the PRICING scheme significantly improves the INVENTORY system. Even in the balanced

network, the improvement can reach 10.51% in profit and 5.28% in fill rate. In this case, the ineffi-

ciency arises from daily fluctuations and the resulting intertemporal mismatch. Suffering delayed

responses, the inventory system cannot resolve the mismatch promptly (§3.3). In contrast, the

pricing scheme can quickly transmit the scarcity information, direct more containers to shortage

locations, thereby reduce the mismatch swiftly. In this sense, the pricing scheme also serves an

insurance function—it spreads local concentrated risk to the entire network, thereby improving

profitability.

Second, the larger the chronic network imbalance, the larger the improvement. The pricing

scheme improves network profit by 25.82% and fill rate by 21.85% in the imbalanced network,

as opposed to 10.51% and 5.28% in the balanced network. Intuitively, the imbalanced network

suffers both intertemporal and interspacial mismatches. But the inventory system is less effective in

handling either mismatch. Indeed, it positions containers to travel mainly between CH and FW,

despite lucrative demand out of LA. This produces highly imbalanced traffic flow (with fill rate

24.23% at LA and 70.71% at CH and FW), and hence network performance suffers. In contrast,

the pricing scheme captures LA demand by incentivizing container repositioning and rebalancing

the network traffic, thereby better reducing both mismatches (fill rate 53.08% at LA and 62.82% at

CH and FW).
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Table 4 Network Performance: Low Supply Variability, p = 0.9

Imbalanced Network Balanced Network

Origins
Network

Origins
Network

LA CH FW LA CH FW
Supply CV 4.54% 8.91% 8.91% 5.27% 7.22% 7.22%

PRICING
Profit EV $368,703 $ 138,403 $138,403 $645,509 $294,719 $ 234,138 $234,138 $762,995

Fill rate f 53.08% 62.82% 62.37% 57.84% 61.31% 65.15% 65.15% 63.87%

INVENTORY
Profit EV $ 205,558 $153,739 $153,739 $513,036 $183,674 $253,385 $253,385 $690,445

Fill Rate f 24.23% 70.71% 70.71% 47.47% 38.73% 71.63% 71.63% 60.66%

Improvement
Δ% EV 79.37% -9.98% -9.98% 25.82% 60.46% -7.60% -7.60% 10.51%

Δ% f 119.08% -11.15% -11.79% 21.85% 58.30% -9.05% -9.05% 5.28%

Table 5 Network Performance: High Supply Variability, p = 0.6

Imbalanced Network Balanced Network

Origins
Network

Origins
Network

LA CH FW LA CH FW
Supply CV 9.07% 17.82% 17.82% 10.54% 14.44% 14.44%

PRICING
Profit EV $348,703 $108,407 $108,407 $565,517 $234,522 $ 196,898 $196,898 $628,319

Fill Rate f 47.05% 61.82% 61.37% 54.32% 57.31% 62.15% 62.31% 60.59%

INVENTORY
Profit EV $ 140,178 $113,942 $113,942 $348,061 $128,110 $216,481 $216,481 $561,073

Fill Rate f 22.23% 63.71% 63.71% 42.97% 30.93% 68.63% 68.63% 56.06%

Improvement
Δ% EV 148.76% -4.86% -4.86% 62.48% 83.06% -9.05% -9.05% 11.99%

Δ% f 111.66% -2.96% -3.66% 26.43% 85.29% -9.44% -9.21.43% 8.07%

7.3. Impact of Supply Stochasticity

To investigate how supply variability affects network performance, we double the supply cv of

each location, holding all else the same as §7.2. The result in Table 5 reveals two insights. First,

increasing supply variability (risk) reduces profitability and service level, because of increased

demand-supply mismatches over time and space. This result echoes Theorem 2, implying that it

pays to improve forecast accuracy.

Second, the higher the supply risk, the more effective the pricing scheme. From Tables 4 and 5,

as supply variability (cv) doubled, we see much higher improvement of the pricing scheme over

the inventory system. The relative improvement is most pronounced when the network is also

imbalanced; Δ%V increases from 25.82% to 62.48%. This is because the inventory targets are set

on mid-term forecasts, while the scarcity prices rely on short-term forecasts. So the pricing system

is better able to manage supply risk.
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In summary, our network results show that the scarcity pricing scheme can substantially

improve the inventory targeting system. Scarcity pricing is most effective, when (1) the network

is chronically imbalanced, and (2) the supply risk is high. In these situations, scarcity pricing can

better transmit the scarcity information, mobilize container repositioning, reduce network imbal-

ance, thereby better matching supply with demand over time and across locations.

8. Concluding Remarks

The intermodal industry has long suffered from chronic network imbalance. Apart from natural

structural imblances in traffic flows, the self-induced inefficiency is mainly driven by myopic

policies, environmental uncertainty, and network interdependence. To address these problems,

we develop a unified framework that integrates container repositioning with load acceptance.

The central piece is the scarcity pricing scheme. Technically, it is a decomposition method with the

rolling horizon execution. Managerially, it internalizes the externalities each acceptance imposes

on the future and the network. The scheme plays two critical roles: to transmit network scarcity

information, and to incentivize container repositioning. It is most effective when either network

imbalance or supply risk is high.

The second piece of the framework is a refined load acceptance policy. It accounts for random

capacity and heterogenous leadtime. For characterization, we propose a decoupling approach

that decomposes the high-dimensional formulation into a sequence of single dimensional ones.

We then pin down the nested-threshold structure of the policy. It is driven by three forces: market

segmentation, intertemporal rationing, and fulfillment flexibility; they operate over different time

frames and capacity ranges. We validate these insights on a real data set. Leveraging the policy

structure, we develop an efficient algorithm with linear complexity. Through numerical studies,

we demonstrate that our approach can greatly reduce chronic network imbalance and improve

operational efficiency.

More broadly, this work advances our understanding on how to manage network capacity,

when the information is dispersed and evolving over time. With certain modifications, our frame-

work and solution ideas can also apply to other business settings, e.g., truckload shipment and

car rental.
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Notes
1The delivery leadtime is the maximal time allowed from the order requested until the order must be filled.
2For example, LA suffers constant starvation, while Boston is overwhelmed with excess containers.
3First, the policy uses market segmentation within each period (shipment date) to select the best mix of loads to ful-

fill; Second, it exercises intertemporal rationing across periods to reserve current on hand capacity for future demand.

Third, within delivery leadtime windows, it exploits fulfillment flexibility by booking current demand for future deliv-

ery.
4Traditional network revenue management, despite its name, is in fact “something of a misnomer because the theory

and methodology do not require an explicit network structure as such” (Talluri and Van Ryzin 2006, p. 81).
5In practice, CSRs do not actively make decisions; they merely input information and passively follow the recom-

mendations given by the local module. Hence gaming is not an issue.
6For example, Florida’s inbound demands are three times larger than the outbound shipments, generating net one-

way traffic (InboundLogistics.com).
7Here, r̃iι` is the one-way unit revenue, biι` is the rejection penalty, ciι` is the unit service cost, including one-way

costs of fuel, dray, and rail line haul.
8For expositional ease, we assume deterministic transit time here. For the stochastic case, we take the expectation.
9Since our hierarchical solution approach is an approximation, we speak of optimality only in the narrow sense of

the optimal solutions to the programs (P1) and (P0).
10We thank one of the anonymous referees for this insight.
11ZIP distribution (Thas and Rayner 2005, Xu et al. 2007): Pr{X = x} = ω0 ∙ 1{x=0} + (1 − ω0) ∙ μxe−μ

x
∙ 1{x>0}, for

x∈ Z+.
12The data set contains more detailed information on demand and supply forecasts for each location, each emergent,

on the daily level. It is available from the authors upon request and with permission of Hub Group.
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Appendix

For the expositional ease, we assume in the program (P1), all variables are real-valued, and the strict inequalities hold

for r1 > r2 > ∙ ∙ ∙ > rJ , and `1 < `2 < ∙ ∙ ∙ < `J . Since the programs (P1) and (P1
λ) share the same structure, we suppress

λ from (P1
λ) and focus on (P1).

Concavity and Supermodularity

The following lemma summarizes the properties of convex functions and supermodular functions necessary for estab-

lishing our structural results. Its proof can be found in Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004), Topkis (1998), and Chen et al.

(2013).

LEMMA 2. (i) Define h ◦ g(x) = h(g1(x), . . . , gm(x)), with h : Rm → R, gi : Rn → R, i = 1, . . . , n. Then h ◦ g(x) is

concave if h is concave and nondecreasing in each argument, and gi is concave for each i.

(ii) If h : Rm → R is a concave function, then h(Ax + b) is also a concave function of x, where A ∈ Rm ×Rn, x ∈ Rn, and

b∈Rm.

(iii) Assume that for any x ∈ Rn, there is an associated convex set C(x) ⊂ Rm and the set {(x, y) : y ∈ C(x), x ∈ Rn} is a

convex set. If h(x, y) is concave and the function g(x) := supy∈C(x) h(x, y) is well defined, then g(x) is concave over Rn.

(iv) If f(x) and g(x) are concave (supermodular) on X and α,β > 0, then αf(x) + βg(x) is concave (supermodular) on X .

(v) Assume that F (y) is a distribution function on Y . Assume also that f(x, y) is concave (supermodular) in x on a lattice X for

each y ∈ Y , and integrable with respect to F (y) for each x∈X . Then g(x) :=

∫

Y

f(x, y)dF (y) is concave (supermodular)

in x on X .

(vi) If X and Y are lattices, S is a sublattice of X ×Y , Sy is the section of S at y in Y , and f(x, y) is supermodular in (x, y) on

S, then argmaxx∈Sy
f(x, y) is increasing in y on {y ∈ Y : argmaxx∈Sy

f(x, y) 6= ∅}

(vii) Assume that g(y, θ) is a supermodular function in (y, θ) on a sublattice D⊂Rn+1 and jointly concave in y for any θ. For

every θ, assume that the section Dθ is convex. Let f(I, θ) := maxy{g(y, θ) :
∑n

i=1 aiy
i + bθ = I, (y1, y2, ∙ ∙ ∙ , yn, θ)∈D}

and S := {(
∑n

i=1 aiy
i + bθ, θ) : (y, θ) ∈ D}, where a1, a2, ∙ ∙ ∙ , an, b > 0. We have: f(I, θ) is supermodular on S and

concave in I for any θ.

Decoupling Solution Approach

We now detail the decoupling approach. By the concavity of Vt(It,zt, kt), problem (P1) can be reformulated as

Vt(It,zt, kt) = max
yt

max
xt∈At

‖xt‖=It+kt−yt

{r ∙xt −h(yt) +Vt−1(yt)}−b ∙ zt (8)

= max
yt

max
xt∈At

‖xt‖=It+kt−yt

{

Gt(xt, yt)

}

−b ∙ zt = max
yt

gt(It,zt, kt, yt)−b ∙ zt,
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where

Gt(xt, yt) = r ∙xt −h(yt) +Vt−1(yt), (9)

gt(It,zt, kt, yt) = max
xt∈At

‖xt‖=It+kt−yt

{

Gt(xt, yt)

}

. (10)

The concavity of Vt(y), given by Lemma 3 (iii), implies that Gt(xt, yt) is concave in (xt, yt), hence gt(It,zt, kt, yt) is

concave in yt and the optimal capacity reservation y∗
t exists. Consequently, we have a sequential solution strategy:

For each state (It,zt, kt), we first find the optimal demand allocation decision x̂t(yt) for each given acceptance quota

It +kt −yt (or equivalently yt), then solve for the optimal acceptance quota (or y∗
t ). The global optimal decision is given

by x∗
t = x̂t(y

∗
t ). Without causing any confusion, we suppress (It,zt, kt) from the decisions for notational simplicity.

Note that, from Eqs. (9) and (10), for each given ending inventory yt = It + kt −‖xt‖, the acceptance decision x̂t(yt)

only affects the revenue r ∙xt of the current period, i.e.,

gt(It,zt, kt, yt) = Gt(x̂t(yt), yt) = max
xt∈At

‖xt‖=It+kt−yt

{r ∙xt}−h(yt) +Vt−1(yt).

Therefore, for each yt, the optimal demand allocation x̂t(yt) is the solution to the linear programming

L(It,zt, kt, yt) = max
xt∈At

‖xt‖=It+kt−yt

{r ∙xt}, (11)

or equivalently,

L(It,zt, kt, yt) = max
xt

∑J
j=1 rjxj

t (12)

s.t. 06 xj
t 6 zj

t ,∀j,
∑j

i=1 xi
t 6 It + kt +

∑t−1
s=t−`j

ˉ
ks,∀j, ‖xt‖= It + kt − yt.

To solve this problem, consider the monotone property of the profit margins r1 > r2 > ∙ ∙ ∙> rJ . Clearly, one should start

from x1
t , then x2

t , . . . , until xJ
t , and make each xi

t as large as possible sequentially. In other words, the decreasing margin

of orders entails that we should consider accepting class j +1 only if all class j orders zj
t have been accepted, or the lead

time supply It + kt +
∑t−1

s=t−`j
ˉ
ks for classes 1 to j has been exhausted; we stop order acceptance once the acceptance

quota It + kt − yt has been reached. Hence, for each capacity reservation yt (and thus acceptance quota), the optimal

allocation x̂t = (x̂1
t , . . . , x̂

J
t ) of supply among demands zt can be defined recursively as follows: Given x̂1

t , . . . , x̂
j−1
t , the

optimal demand allocation to class j given capacity reservation yt is

x̂j
t = zj

t ∧
(
It + kt +

∑t−1
s=t−`j

ˉ
ks −

∑j−1
i=1 x̂i

t

)+

∧
(
It + kt − yt −

∑j−1
i=1 x̂i

t

)+

. (13)

The structure of x̂t in (13) reveals that the All-or-Nothing structure no longer holds for the heterogeneous leadtime

case. Unlike the homogeneous leadtime case, where partial acceptance of class j (xj
t < zj

t ) implies no acceptance of

any lower classes (xi
t = 0 for i > j), it is possible now that class j is partially accepted due to binding leadtime supply

constraint (It + kt +
∑t−1

s=t−`j
ˉ
ks −

∑j−1
i=1 x̂i

t)
+, but some class j + 1 orders can still be accepted because of increased

supply
∑t−`j−1

s=t−`j+1
ˉ
ks scheduled to arrive in the extended time window [t− `j+1, t− `j − 1].

Proof of Lemma 1

For notational ease, we suppress λ from the marginal profit and write r≡ r(λt). We start with an interchange argument.

The lemma is simply the result of iteratively applying such argument.

Consider two feasible policies πi and πj with 16 i < j 6 J . Other things being equal, let πi be the policy accepting

δ > 0 units of class i order, rejecting δ units of class j order at period t; let πj be the policy rejecting δ units of class i

order, accepting δ units of class j order. The associated actions xi
t and xj

t under policy πi and πj , respectively, satisfy
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xi
t = xj

t + δ ∙ ei − δ ∙ ej , where ei (ej) is the unit vector with 1 for the i-th (j-th) component and 0 for the rest. Assume

from period t−1 onward two policies operate optimally. Let V i
t and V j

t be the value functions under policy πi and πj ,

respectively. It suffices to show V i
t (It,zt, kt) > V j

t (It,zt, kt), ∀1 6 i < j 6 J . Observe that
∥
∥xi

t

∥
∥ = ‖xj

t‖ and thus two

policies generate the same next period initial inventory It−1. Taking the difference, we have

V i
t (It,zt, kt)−V j

t (It,zt, kt) = (ri − rj)−
[
h(It−1)−h(It−1)

]
+
[
EVt−1(It−1,ZZZt−1,Kt−1)−EVt−1(It−1,ZZZt−1,Kt−1)

]

= (ri − rj)> 0, since ri > rj , for i < j.

Hence, it is preferable to satisfy class i demand before class j demand, which completes the proof.

Lemma 3 and the Proof

LEMMA 3. (i) ft(It,zt, kt,xt) is supermodular in (It, x
j
t), j ∈ J , jointly concave, and almost everywhere differentiable in

(It,zt, kt,xt).

(ii) Vt(It,zt, kt) is jointly concave and almost everywhere differentiable in (It,zt, kt).

(iii) Vt(It) is concave and almost everywhere differentiable in It.

We show the concavity of the objective function ft and value function Vt via induction argument. For n = 0, it is readily

verified that the terminal function V0(I0,z0) is concave in I0. Therefore, f1 is concave.

Suppose that (i)- (iii) hold for n < t, we shall show that they also hold for n = t. The first term r ∙ xt of ft is a

linear combination of xi
t and hence concave in (It,zt, kt,xt), by Lemma 2.(iv). The second term −h(It + kt − ‖xt‖) is

also concave in (It,zt, kt,xt), by the concavity of −h(∙) and linearity of (It + kt − ‖xt‖). The concavity of the third

term follows from the induction hypothesis, parts (ii) and (v) of Lemma 2. Hence, by Lemma 2.(iv), ft is concave in

(It,zt, kt,xt).

We now show the joint concavity of Vt. Because ft is joint concave and the feasible set At of linear constraints is con-

vex, if the set Bt := { (It,zt, kt,xt) : 06 xj
t 6 zj

t ∀j,
∑j

i=1 xj
t 6 It + kt +

∑t−1
s=t−`j

ˉ
ks,∀j, (It,zt, kt)∈R×RJ

+ ×R+ }

is also convex, then Lemma 2.(iii) establishes the concavity of Vt(). It remains to show Bt is convex; i.e., αζ +(1−α)ζ′ ∈

Bt, for any ζ, ζ ′ ∈ Bt, and α ∈ (0,1). Indeed, since ζ = (It,zt, kt,xt) ∈ Bt, and ζ′ = (I ′
t,z

′
t, k

′
t,x

′
t) ∈ Bt, we have 0 6

xj
t 6 zj

t ∀j and 0 6 x′j
t 6 z′j

t ∀j, and so 0 6 αxj
t + (1 − α)x′j

t 6 αzj
t + (1 − α)z′j

t , ∀j. A similar argument establishes

06
∑j

i=1

(
αxi

t + (1− α)x′i
t

)
6
(
αIj

t + (1−α)I ′j
t

)
+ (αkt + (1−α)k′

t) +
∑t−1

s=t−`j
ˉ
ks, ∀j, which completes the proof of

part (ii).

To show the supermodularity of function ft in (It, x
j
t), j ∈ J , it suffices to show that ∂

x
j
t
ft(It,zt, kt,xt) = rj −

∂
x

j
t
h(It + 1 + kt −‖xt‖) + ∂

x
j
t
Vt−1(It + 1 + kt −‖xt‖) is increasing in It, which follows from the concavity of −h and

Vt−1.

Next, we show the differentiability. Suppose the differentiability holds for t−1. We shall show it also holds for t.

Indeed, the differentiability of ft follows from the induction hypothesis and the differentiability of h(∙). This is because

convex and concave functions are differentiable almost everywhere; i.e., the set of nondifferential points is of measure

zero (Rockafellar 1997). The differentiability of Vt follows from the envelope theorem (Stokey 1989). Finally, part (iii)

follows from part (ii) in light of Lemma 2.(v).

Proof of Theorem 1

We have shown that, for each yt, the optimal solution to problem gt(It,zt, kt, yt) =

maxxt{Gt(xt, yt) : xt ∈At,‖xt‖= It + kt − yt} is x̂t(yt) given in (13). Therefore, Vt(It,zt, kt) =

maxyt maxxt {Gt(xt, yt)}−b ∙ zt = maxyt Gt(x̂t(yt), yt)−b ∙ zt. It remains to find optimal y∗
t such that Vt(It,zt, kt) =

Gt(x̂t(y
∗
t ), y∗

t )−b ∙ zt = L(It,zt, kt, y
∗
t )−h(y∗

t ) +Vt−1(y
∗
t )−b ∙ zt.
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Fix a state (It,zt, kt). From the solution procedure of L(It,zt, kt, yt) in (12), it is clear that we should start from x1
t ,

then x2
t , . . . , until xJ

t and make each xi
t as large as possible sequentially. Let i be the last accepted class. Then the marginal

value of yt in L(It,zt, kt, yt) is ∂ytL(It,zt, kt, yt) = −ri, the corresponding variable of the optimal solution to the dual

problem of L(It,zt, kt, yt). Since gt(It,zt, kt, yt) = L(It,zt, kt, yt)−h(yt)+Vt−1(yt) is concave in yt, the optimal uncon-

strained solution for class i is given by θi
t = min{y ∈R : ∂ytgt(It,zt, y)6 0}= min{y ∈R : ri >−h′(y) +V ′

t−1(y)}. This

together with x̂i
t in (13) gives the optimal acceptance for class i, xi∗

t = x̂i
t(θ

i
t). Thus Eq. (6) holds. This completes the

proof of part (i).

The state independent property of θi
t is readily seen from its definition in (5). In addition, since r1 > ∙ ∙ ∙ > rJ and

−h′(y) +V ′
t−1(y) is decreasing, we conclude that θ1

t 6 ∙ ∙ ∙6 θJ
t . This establishes part (ii).

Lemma 4 and the Proof

The next Lemma is useful for proving Theorem 2.

LEMMA 4. The optimal acceptance x∗
t (It,zt, kt) for problem (P1) is increasing in It and kt. In addition, for any small δ ≥ 0

0≤ xj∗
t (It + δ,zt, kt)−xj∗

j (It,zt, kt)≤ δ; 0≤ xj∗
t (It,zt, kt + δ)−xj∗

t (It,zt, kt)≤ δ, j ∈J . (14)

0≤ ‖x∗
t (It + δ,zt, kt)‖−‖x∗

t (It,zt, kt)‖ ≤ δ; 0≤ ‖x∗
t (It,zt, kt + δ)‖−‖x∗

t (It,zt, kt)‖ ≤ δ. (15)

In view of the supermodularity of ft in (It, x
i
t), and part (vi) of Lemma 2, it immediately follows that, for δ >

0, xj∗
t (It,zt, kt) 6 xj∗

t (It + δ,zt, kt) and therefore
∑J

j=1 xj∗
t (It,zt, kt) 6

∑J
j=1 xj∗

t (It + δ,zt, kt). This proves the first

inequality of (14) and (15) in part (ii).

We now establish the second inequality of (15):
∑J

j=1 xj∗
t (It + δ,zt, kt) 6

∑J
j=1 xj∗

t (It,zt, kt) + δ. To this end, we

first show that the profit function L(It,zt, kt, yt) defined by the linear programming in (12) is supermodular in (It, yt).

That is, for any fixed zt and kt, the marginal value of reserving a unit inventory ∂ytL(It,zt, kt, yt) is increasing in It;

or equivalently, the marginal value of accepting an order is deceasing in It. This immediate follows from the opti-

mal solution structure to (12): the marginal value of accepting an order at level It is the profit margin of the last

accepted class; moreover, the fact that the total acceptance increases in It, and the fact that r1 > r2 > ∙ ∙ ∙ > rJ imply

deceasing marginal value of order acceptance. The supermodularity of L(It,zt, kt, yt) implies that gt(It,zt, kt, yt) =

L(It,zt, kt, yt) − h(yt) + Vt−1(yt) − b ∙ zt is supermodular in (It, yt) for fixed zt and kt. By part (vi) of Lemma 2, the

supermodularity of gt(It,zt, yt) implies that the optimizer y∗
t (It,zt, kt) is increasing in It for each zt and kt. Conse-

quently, we have

∑J
i=1 xi∗

t (It + δ,zt, kt) = It + δ + kt − y∗
t (It + δ,zt, kt)6 It + kt − y∗

t (It,zt, kt) + δ =
∑J

i=1 xi∗
t (It,zt, kt) + δ,

where the first and the last equalities are due to the definition of yt, and the inequality holds because y∗
t (It,zt, kt) is

increasing in It for fixed zt and kt. This establishes the second inequality of (15).

To complete the proof, it remains to show that the second inequality of (14) holds, i.e., xi∗
t (It + δ,zt, kt) 6

xi∗
t (It,zt, kt) + δ, i ∈ J . The arugment hinges on the proven inequalities (15):

∑J
i=1 xi∗

t (It + δ,zt, kt) 6
∑J

i=1 xi∗
t (It,zt, kt)+ δ. We first note the fact that if (a1 +a2)6 (b1 + b2)+ δ, a1 > b1 > 0, and a2 > b2 > 0, then it must be

the case that a1 6 b1 +δ; otherwise, a1 > b1 +δ and a2 > b2 would together imply a1 +a2 > (b1 + b2)+ δ, a contradiction

to the hypothesis (a1 + a2)6 (b1 + b2) + δ. The inequality a2 6 b2 + δ can be established in a similar vein. Now replace

a1, a2, b1, b2 with x1∗
t (It + δ,zt, kt), x2∗

t (It + δ,zt, kt), x1∗

t (It,zt, kt), x2∗

t (It,zt, kt), respectively. It is then easily verified

that the second inequality of (6) holds.
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Lemma 5 and the Proof

We need the following lemma for proving Theorem 2.

LEMMA 5. Suppose functions gj : R→ R, j = 1,2, are concave and continuously differentiable, with ∂g2(I) > ∂g1(I), ∀I .

Let hj(I, y)≡ gj

(
I −‖y‖

)
+ cj ∙ y, and fj(I)≡ max

a6y6b
hj(I, y), where a, b, cj , y ∈Rn, j = 1,2. Then (i) h1(∙, ∙) and h2(∙, ∙) are

submodular in y and supermodular in (I, yi), for 16 i6 n; (ii) c2 > c1 implies ∂f2(I)> ∂f1(I), ∀I .

Proof: (i) The submodularity of hj in y follows from ∂2h/∂yi∂yj 6 0. The supermodularity of hj in (I, yi) follows

from ∂2h/∂I∂yi > 0.

(ii) Let g(I, θ) := gθ(I) and f(I, θ) := fθ(I). g′
2(I)> g′

1(I) implies that g(I, θ) is supermodular in (I, θ) and, for any θ,

concave in I . By the envelope theorem, f(I, θ) is continuously differentiable in I for any θ. Therefore, by Lemma 1.(vii),

f(I, θ) = max
y

{g(y0, θ) + cθ ∙ y :
∑n

i=0 yi = I, yi ∈ [ai, bi] for 16 i6 n} is supermodular in (I, θ).

Hence, f ′
2(I) = ∂If(I,2)> ∂If(I,1) = f ′

1(I) for any I .

Proof of Theorem 2

We first show Vt(It,zt, kt) is submodular in (It, kt). It suffices to show ∂ItVt(It,zt, kt) ↓ kt. Let y∗
t (It,zt, kt) =

It + kt − ‖x∗
t (It,zt, kt)‖. By Lemma 4, y∗

t (It,zt, kt) ↑ kt. By the envelope theorem, we have ∂ItVt(It,zt, kt) =

−∂Ith
(
y∗

t (It,zt, kt)
)
+ ∂ItVt−1

(
y∗

t (It,zt, kt)
)
, which decreases in kt, by the concavity of −h and Vt−1 and y∗

t (It,zt, kt) ↑

kt.

(i) We prove it by backward induction. The case for t = 0 holds trivially. Suppose for s = t−1, we have Vs(Is,zs, ks)>

V̂s(Is,zs, ks). Then, Vs(Is) = EZZZs,Ks [Vs(Is,ZZZs,Ks)] > EZZZs,Ks [V̂s(Is,ZZZs,Ks)] > EZZZs,K̂s
[V̂s(Is,ZZZs, K̂s)] = V̂s(Is), where

the first and the last equalities hold by definition, the first inequality holds by the hypothesis, and the second inequal-

ity holds since Ks 6cx K̂s and −V̂s is convex. Since monotonicity is preserved under maximization, we establishes

Vt(It,zt, kt)> V̂t(It,zt, kt), as desired.

(ii) We prove it by backward induction. The initial condition holds trivially. Assume the result holds for s = t−1.

Hence,

V ′
s(Is) = EZZZs,Ks [∂IsVs(Is,ZZZs,Ks)]> EZZZs,Ks [∂Is V̂s(Is,ZZZs,Ks)]> EZZZs,K̂s

[∂Is V̂s(Is,ZZZs, K̂s)] = V̂ ′
s(Is), (16)

where the first and last equalities hold by definition; the first inequality holds by the hypothesis; the second inequality

holds since ∂Is V̂s ↓ ks and Ks 6st K̂s; the legitimacy of the interchange of differentiation and expectation is guaranteed

by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem (Dudley 2002). We now show the result also holds for t. By Lemma 5,

Eq. (16), and the concavity of −h and Vt−1, we have ∂ItV (It,zt, kt)> ∂It V̂t(It,zt, kt).

(iii) The inequality θi
t > θ̂i

t follows from part (ii) and the concavity of −h, Vt−1 and V̂t−1. The inequality xi∗
t (It,zt, kt)6

x̂i∗
t (It,zt, kt) follows from θi

t > θ̂i
t and Eq. (6).


